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Focus on customer satisfaction
“At Sicovend AG, our employees
make the difference.”
Dear Sicovend AG Customers and Partners
Satisfied customers are the aim of every business
model. The secret to customer satisfaction is a
mixture of motivated employees, close relationships
with customers, and awareness of customer needs
and market trends.
Because Sicovend AG acts solely as a distributor, we
want to provide top services for an ever-changing
market. We achieve this goal by consistently maintaining our focus on our core competences.
A team of employees with attractive career prospects ensure that these competences are exploited
to the fullest.
As the owner of Sicovend AG, I have fully dedicated
myself to my employees with joy and passion for
more than 20 years.
I would like to thank you, dear customer, for your
many years of loyalty and your willingness to work
and grow together with us. I would also like to thank
my employees for their commitment to always
offering the best possible service.
We are equipped for the future and looking
forward to it!

Stephan Huber
Owner of Sicovend AG

Our core competences
Design-in Technical consulting in the core areas of acoustics, electromechanics, electromagnetic
compatibility, passive components, power and sensor technology
Logistics The right product at the right time for the right price at the right location
Life cycle management Forward-looking consulting in order to prevent obsolescence
Digital cooperation Automating the ordering process wherever possible

Focus on strong relationships
Sicovend AG works together with a wide range
of highly qualified component manufacturers.
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When it comes to meeting customer needs through tailored
product solutions, reliable component manufacturers are
indispensable. Long-term partnerships ensure that we truly
understand the market and allow us to continuously
optimize our value chains.
Thanks to our close relationships with a large network of
suppliers, most of whom are located in Eastern Asia,
we are able to purchase high-quality components directly
from the manufacturer. Daily communication,
continuously evolving technological innovations and
reliable traceability are the key elements of a
successful partnership. That is the basis on which we have
built our success for more than 20 years.

“Cooperation is the key to a successful partnership
with our customers and suppliers.”

Focus on networks
Establishing a comprehensive overview
of customer requirements
We offer tailored solutions. In order to do this, we take the
entire life cycle management of a product family into
account from a variety of perspectives. That is the essence
of our customer focus.

“Communication is the glue that
holds everything together!”

Product life cycle services
Manufacturer FAE support

Vendor-managed
inventory (VMI)

Active and passive
obsolescence management

Optimized logistics concepts

End-of-life inventory

Sampling

Demand-oriented supply
chain management

Traceability

Customer-specific components

Series kitting

Risk management
Second source evaluation
Obsolescence testing

Selected sample kits

Phase-out planning
Cross-reference support

Cross-reference support
Kitting for prototypes
Prototype design

Research and
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Focus on speed
Speed = real-time information
The highest degree of automation possible is required in
order to remain flexible in the age of digital networking.
This allows us to ensure that you can seamlessly develop,
manufacture, redesign or retire products, without issues,
along the entire value chain.

“Needs-oriented, 100% reliability
means being “in time”!”

Offers
Personal consultation
with automated
offer flow

 Advantage
Shorter throughput times,
shorter time to market

Requirement
planning
Vendor-managed
inventory (VMI)
Daily, automated
coordination of
your requirements

 Advantage
Ensures optimized total
cost of ownership

Inventory
management
All current logistics
requirements are met
Kanban, JIT, STL

 Advantage
Optimal employed capital
thanks to increased
inventory turnover

Focus on cleverness
Involving Sicovend AG in the design-in process at an early
stage has financial advantages. With our comprehensive
perspective on the supply chain, we are able to cut costs
and increase efficiency.

Competitive advantage thanks to clever design concepts

Any company that relies on Sicovend AG for components
from the start is at a decisive advantage. Given our
many years of design-in experience and expertise, we can
increase your competitiveness.

Reliable supply thanks to our international network

Once the design work is complete, the next task is to
procure components via the shortest possible delivery
distances. Thanks to our international connections,
Sicovend AG is able to ensure reliable supply at any
production location.

“Flexibility and creativity are essential.
Inaction is a step back!”

Focus on experience
Our team is here for you anytime

“For us, challenges are motivation.
Employees need the space to develop and
experience success.”
Alexander Huber
Operations Assistant
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